T lymphocytes ͑T cells͒ play an important role in orchestrating an adaptive immune response in complex organisms. Recent experiments have shown that when T cells recognize antigen presenting cells, a complex and large-scale reorganization of intercellular membrane proteins and cell shape occurs. The resulting motif is implicated in information transfer between T cells and antigen presenting cells, and has been labeled the immunological synapse. Numerical solutions of a mathematical model that incorporates binding kinetics, protein mobility, and down regulation, and membrane mechanics has proven successful in describing some of these observations. In this paper, we analyze the equations that describe this model, and this sheds light on the origins of pattern formation in the immunological synapse. In particular, the thermodynamic considerations and dynamic instabilities that lead to pattern formation in and out of equilibrium are elucidated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Complex organisms respond to pathogenic invaders via an adaptive immune system. T-lymphocytes ͑T cells͒ play an important role in orchestrating an adaptive immune response. 1, 2 They have evolved to respond to pathogens that have entered cells. Proteins derived from pathogens are catabolized by cellular enzymes to form peptide fragments that are 8 -20 amino acids long. If they can, proteins that are coded for by the major histocompatibility ͑MHC͒ gene complex ͑located in chromosome 6 in the human genome͒ then bind these peptide fragments. The MHC-bound peptides are then displayed on the surface of antigen presenting cells ͑APCs͒. T cells are activated when they interact with APCs such as B cells and dendritic cells that display complexes of antigenic peptide bound to MHC ͑MHCp͒. 3 MHCp molecules on the APC bind to T cell receptor ͑TCR͒ complexes expressed on T cell surfaces. Other proteins on the T cell ͑e.g., LFA͒ also bind to complementary ligands on the antigen presenting cell ͑e.g., ICAM͒ during T cell recognition of APC.
An important recent discovery 4, 5 is that various membrane proteins on T cells and their complementary ligands on APCs undergo large-scale spatio-temporal reorganization during T cell recognition of APCs ͑see Fig. 1͒ . Experiments using video microscopy ͑e.g., Refs. 4 and 5͒ have provided vivid images of the pattern evolution of receptors and ligands and the cell shape changes that accompany membrane protein reorganization ͑Fig. 1͒. The resulting pattern of receptors and ligands in the intercellular junction is implicated in information transfer between T cells and antigen presenting cells, and hence the emergent pattern has been labeled the immunological synapse. 4 -6 Recently, a mathematical model has been presented that describes interacting populations of receptors and ligands in apposed flexible cell membranes that are attached to a cytoskeletal complex. 7 Numerical solutions of the model equations have been very successful in describing experimental observations of immunological synapse formation. 7, 8 Comparison of model predictions with T cell activation experiments have led to testable hypotheses regarding the biological function of the immunological synapse. 9 In this paper, for the first time, we provide an analysis of the dynamic instabilities and phase behavior that characterize pattern formation in this model for the immunological synapse. This analysis is pertinent to an important biology problem, but it is also an example of pattern formation in an interesting class of dynamical systems where an equation exhibiting relaxational dynamics toward a free energy minimum ͑potential motion͒ is coupled to a set of nonlinear reaction-diffusion equations.
Following Allen Turing's seminal work 50 years ago on reaction-diffusion equations, 10 much attention has been devoted to the mathematical analysis of such pattern formation a͒ Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: arup@uclink.berkeley.edu out of equilibrium in the context of chemical systems, developmental biology, and fluid flow. [11] [12] [13] The nonlinear partial differential equations that describe the pertinent systems do not conserve volume in phase space, can result in flow of trajectories toward attractors, and can exhibit interesting bifurcations in the character of the solutions as control parameters are varied. Pattern formation out of equilibrium in such systems has been categorized in terms of the characteristics of dynamic instabilities. 11 Physical systems in thermodynamic equilibrium can also form spatial patterns that exhibit specific symmetries. 14 -18 The symmetry of the pattern depends upon the parameters that control the competition between energetic and entropic driving forces. In these instances, the spatio-temporal pattern evolution is determined by potential motion; i.e., the pertinent order parameters relax toward an attractor that is a fixed point, and acquire values that minimize a certain free energy functional. 11, 18 Such dynamical systems have been neatly categorized into various classes of models. 18 The set of equations that describes immunological synapse assembly is, however, one where potential motion for cell membrane shape changes is coupled to nonlinear partial differential equations that describe reaction-diffusion processes. 7 Here, we discuss the thermodynamic considerations and dynamic instabilities that drive pattern formation in such a system of direct biological interest. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly describe the model developed by Qi et al. 7 for immunological synapse assembly ͑SA͒. In Sec. III, we analyze the thermodynamics corresponding to the free energy functional that drives cell membrane shape changes in this model. Here, the basic mechanism of sorting different types of receptors into different parts of the membrane during synapse formation is made precise. In Sec. IV, we consider the dynamic instabilities that lead to pattern formation in the SA model. Here, we describe the factors that determine how patterns with different characteristic length scales emerge. In Sec. V, we offer brief concluding remarks. Some mathematical details are presented in the Appendix. 24, 25 have also visualized synapse formation during recognition of antigen by immature T cells ͑thymocytes͒. The SA model has primarily focused on modeling experiments where a living T cell interacts with a supported lipid bilayer containing the immunoglobin, MHC peptide, and the adhesion molecule ICAM. 5, [21] [22] [23] [24] This experimental platform reproduces much of the phenomenology observed in experiments with living APC, and has produced some of the most quantitative data on immunological synapse formation. Experiments with mature T cells have vividly demonstrated that a complex evolution of cell shape and spatial distribution of receptor proteins characterizes synapse formation ͑Fig. 1͒. 5 At short times the edge of the cell is in closest apposition with the membrane, while at longer times, the central portion is closest to the apposing membrane. Concomitantly, MHC peptide forms at the edge of the contact region at short times ͑the nascent synapse͒, while at longer times the pattern inverts with the integrins being observed at the edge and the MHCpeptide molecules forming the central core. The central core of MHCp is called the central supramolecular activation cluster ͑cSMAC͒, and the peripheral ring of ICAM is called the peripheral supramolecular activation cluster ͑pSMAC͒. 4 The pattern seen at late stages is the mature immunological synapse.
II. THE SA MODEL
In the SA model, receptor-ligand binding and dissociation kinetics, intramembrane protein mobility, and free energy changes associated with membrane shape changes are inextricably linked. An important feature of the model is incorporation of the fact that different receptor-ligand complexes are characterized by different sizes ͑e.g., the LFA-ICAM complex is 42 nm in size, 26 while the TCR-MHCpeptide complex is 15 nm in size͒. 27 In the SA model, free proteins like TCR, MHCp, LFA, and ICAM are mobile in their respective membranes. This intramembrane mobility could be the result of diffusion in the cell membrane/ supported lipid bilayer or a directed convection due to cytoskeletal motion. 28 In the general form of the model, a convective term is included only for TCR as there is no experimental evidence for such directed transport for the other species. The membrane proteins can also bind to complementary ligands on the apposing membrane. The kinetics of this binding process depends upon the distance between the apposing membranes at that spatial location because the two pairs of complementary receptors and ligands have different topographical sizes. Receptor-ligand complexes can also dissociate with certain kinetics.
Three types of forces influence membrane shape changes. Creation of a new area is penalized by a finite interfacial tension, and high curvature membrane shapes are not favorable because of the finite bending rigidity of the membrane. 29 Effects due to changes in the Gaussian curvature of the membrane are irrelevant because the cell shape does not undergo any topological changes during synapse formation. 5 For such objects of constant genus, the GaussBonet theorem guarantees that any Gaussian curvature contribution to the free energy is a constant. 30 Finally, bound receptor-ligand complexes do not favor membrane shape changes that deform the bond from its natural length. This is because of finite bond elasticity. A harmonic approximation is used to model this effect. 7 The biological phenomenon of TCR down regulation is also included in the model. This is to say that a TCR molecule bound to a specific MHCp molecule for longer than a time is incorporated into the cell by endocytosis. This TCR down regulation is treated in the simplest way. 7, [31] [32] [33] The phenomena included in the SA model are motivated by the biological context and the availability of measured parameters. The equations corresponding to the SA model for synaptic pattern formation are 7, 9 ‫ץ‬C
The symbols are defined in the Nomenclature ͑Appendix A͒ and the functional form of k on (z) is defined in the Appendix B. tries to drive the system to the minimum of the free energy functional in Eq. ͑8͒. The first two terms in the free energy functional correspond to penalties associated with bond deformation, and the last term describes free energy changes due to interfacial tension and membrane bending. The parameters to be used in Eqs. ͑1͒-͑8͒ must be those corresponding to the cellular environment. For example, the tension and bending rigidity are not those of phospholipids bilayers, but those appropriate for a lipid bilayer connected to the cellular cytoskeleton. A detailed description of how the parameters in the model are obtained from independent experiments ͑or estimated for M and ͒ for comparison with video microscopy experiments with living cells is provided in Refs. 7 and 8. As discussed in Refs. 7 and 8, when experimentally measured values of parameters are used, numerical results from the SA model are in remarkable agreement with experiments ͑Fig. 1͒ with living cells. The juxtaposition of experimental data on T cell activation with predictions of the model for the dependence of robust synapse assembly on specific TCR clones and peptide mutants have provided testable hypotheses for the raison d'etre for the synapse. 9 However, a careful analysis of the genesis of pattern formation in the SA model has not yet been provided. The following sections describe the results of such analyses.
III. THERMODYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS
A significant feature of the experimental results as well as numerical solutions of the SA model is that MHC peptide ͑green in Fig. 1͒ is segregated from ICAM ͑red in Fig. 1͒ in the synapse. Examining the free energy functional of the SA model makes the reason for this observation clear. The first two terms in Eq. ͑8͒ correspond to free energy changes resulting from membrane shape changes that lead to deformation of receptor-ligand bonds away from their preferred lengths. The remaining terms reflect contributions associated with changes in the interfacial area and the creation of high curvature surfaces. For consideration of the thermodynamics we assume that, regardless of the distribution of the concentration fields, the total number of molecules of each type of complex, TCR-MHCp and LFA-ICAM, is constant. In other words, the terms ͐drC i (r), where C i is the distribution of the concentration field for complex of type i, are constants. Note that ͑vide infra͒ no such assumption is necessary for analyzing the full set of dynamical equations as the formation of complexes is determined by the dynamics of free membrane proteins, binding kinetics, and the uniform initial concentrations of the unbound species.
The free energy functional of the SA model can be viewed as a Hamiltonian as long as we consider the parameters ͑such as the interfacial tension͒ to be different from the coarse-grained measured values. It is convenient to rewrite the Hamiltonian in terms of two order parameter fields defined below:
where 2 and 1 are the average concentrations of complexes of type 1 and 2, and for simplicity we take C 1 (r)ϩC 2 (r) ϭ to be a constant. This is a strong restriction if one were to consider the dynamics of synapse formation, and previous numerical solutions of the SA model [7] [8] [9] 34 or our considerations of dynamical instabilities in the next section do not impose this restriction. However, for thermodynamic considerations which apply only to the late stages of synapse formation when the concentrations of both species is high in the pSMAC and the cSMAC it is not an unreasonable approximation. It is analogous to considering a lattice model where at high species concentrations the lattice is fully occupied.
In terms of the order parameters defined in Eqs. ͑9͒ and ͑10͒, the Hamiltonian ͑up to an irrelevant constant͒ reads
where ⌬(ϭz 1 Ϫz 2 ) is the topographical size difference between the two kinds of protein complexes. We have taken 1 ϭ 2 as in previous numerical calculations with the SA model. [7] [8] [9] This is a Gaussian Hamiltonian 35 for the field m 2 in an external field m 1 . We may now obtain the effective free energy that governs the behavior of the concentration fields ͑order parameter m 1 ) by integrating out membrane shape fluctuations (m 2 ). This yields ͑within trivial constants͒ the effective free energy functional
where A is a constant, and other symbols have been defined earlier.
Substituting the definition of the order parameter m 1 , we see immediately that there is an effective repulsion between the two types of species whose concentration fields are denoted by C 1 and C 2 . Thus, the two species have a propensity to segregate even though there is no ''bare'' repulsive interaction between them. The effective repulsion results from the interplay of topographical size differences between the two types of complexes, finite bond elasticity, and finite membrane tension and bending rigidity. Membrane tension and bending rigidity favor a flat cell surface which, for a homogeneous mixture of the two complexes, can only be realized by forcing at least one of the complexes to adopt a size different from its natural length scale. This is not favored by the finite bond elasticity of the complexes. The result is that the two species want to segregate to different regions of the intercellular junction. This physics ͑discussed qualitatively in Refs. 7-9͒ is seen clearly in Eq. ͑12͒ where we have integrated out the membrane shape fluctuations to obtain an effective repulsion between the two types of complexes.
Fluorescence microscopy experiments that visualize synapse formation can only resolve variations in concentrations of receptors and ligands on scales larger than the wavelength of light. Thus, one can imagine a situation where the membrane bends on length scales shorter than this to follow the topography of the two kinds of complexes, and the observed pattern would be homogeneous on length scales resolved by the experiment. This ''pseudohomogeneous'' solution is highly unfavorable as deforming the membrane in this way on such short length scales corresponds to a large bending energy penalty. Thus, this pseudohomogeneous solution is also not favored. Coupling of differences between receptor sizes and membrane mechanics again provides the mechanism for large-scale segregation of membrane proteins in the intercellular junction.
Diffusion of the complexes ͑present in the reactiondiffusion equations͒ promotes a homogeneous distribution of species. The reaction-diffusion equations do not correspond to potential motion. The dispersive effect of diffusion ͑not its effect on dynamics͒ can, however, be incorporated as a potential term into the free energy functional by augmenting it with terms of the form: D/2͐dr(ٌC) 2 . Note that D is not equal to the diffusion coefficients in the dynamical equations. We also emphasize that such an augmented free energy functional does not include any effects of binding kinetics that lead to complex formation and dissociation or the effect of a convective term in the equation for the evolution of the TCR concentration field. Including terms for the dispersive effect of membrane protein diffusion in the free energy func-tional leads to the following quadratic free energy functional in terms of the order parameter m 1 :
clearly shows the competition between the dispersive effect of diffusion which suppresses concentration gradients and the membrane-induced propensity for segregation of complexes with different topographic sizes. The homogeneous phase becomes unstable when the terms in parenthesis in Eq. ͑13͒ sum to zero. The thermodynamic instability of the homogeneous phase suggested by Eq. ͑13͒ is characterized by a band of wave vectors smaller than q*, where q* is obtained by setting the terms enclosed in parenthesis in Eq. ͑13͒ equal to zero. If the bond elasticity or the topographic size difference is zero, then there is no phase separation and m 1 ϭ0 for all values of q. For finite values of and ⌬, an instability announcing the phase separation of the two kinds of complexes occurs for length scales larger than 1/q*. The value of q* grows with ⌬. For small values of ⌬, q* is small and grows ϳ . While for any finite value of and ⌬, there exists a finite wave vector below which a homogeneous phase is thermodynamically unstable, and the finite size of cells causes the phase separation to be manifest only above a threshold value of and ⌬. If the sample ͑cell͒ size is L, and LϽ1/q*, then there is no observable phase separation on the scale of the sample. However, as and ␣ grow, q* grows and segregation would be observed on the scale of the cell above threshold values of and ⌬ that correspond to LϾ1/q*. Insight into how membrane mechanics, binding, and bond elasticity determine the thermodynamic behavior is also obtained by thinking about the correlation functions that characterize membrane shape fluctuations. In the absence of bond elasticity, the membrane shape is dominated by the interfacial tension on length scales larger than ͱ/␥; i.e., below a certain wave vector cutoff, the membrane shape fluctuations are governed by the term ͐dr(␥/2)(ٌz) 2 in Eq.
͑8͒. In this case, the correlation functions ͗z 2 ͘ and ͓͗z(r)
Ϫz(0)͔ 2 ͘ diverge in the thermodynamic limit, and there is no long range positional order. 30 The addition of receptorligand binding and bond elasticity introduces a length scale that prevents these correlation functions from diverging, and membrane shape fluctuations exhibit long range positional order characterized by a correlation length equal to ͱ␥/(). This effect of receptor-ligand binding and finite bond elasticity can also be seen by noting that, in the Gaussian partition function ͓Eq. ͑12͔͒, the connected correlation function is characterized by the correlation length ͱ␥/() which diverges in the limit of going to zero.
The interfacial tension of cell membranes is not small. This is because the cytoskeleton is attached to the lipid membrane via molecules such as Talin and Moesin. 36, 37 However, if we imagine using principles of cellular recognition to make synthetic vesicles that can form synapses, we must consider flexible manifolds where the interfacial tension is much smaller than the bending rigidity. In this case, in the absence of bond elasticity, the membrane shape fluctuations do not exhibit long range positional or orientational order. 30, 38 Again, the introduction of binding and a finite bond elasticity restores long range positional and orientational order, with a natural length scale ϳ(/()) 1/4 . Many segregated patterns of concentration fields for the two complexes can be envisioned. Do the patterns observed in experiments 4, 5, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] and numerical solutions of the SA model [7] [8] [9] 34 under different cellular and molecular conditions ͑parameters͒ simply correspond to minima of the effective free energy functional? Insight into this question can be obtained by minimizing the free energy functional in Eq. ͑8͒. We have carried out such a minimization of the free energy for two classes of symmetries of the resulting patterns. The first corresponds to circularly symmetric patterns that resemble the patterns resulting from numerical solutions of the SA model. [7] [8] [9] 34 Using a one wave number approximation this corresponds to the following choice of bases for the concentration fields of the bound complexes and membrane shape:
where qϭ2n/L, z is the average intermembrane separation, C i are the average concentrations of the two kinds of complexes, z 0 , C TM 0 , and C LI 0 are the amplitudes of the corresponding fields, and L is the sample ͑cell͒ size. We search for free energy minima in the space of standing wave solutions because the experimental situation is such that the ends of the cell membrane do not curve upward ͑see Fig. 1͒ . Again, the total number of bound molecular complexes of each type is constrained to be constant ͑vide supra͒. For this class of symmetries, we find that the free energy minimum always corresponds to nϭ1. From a thermodynamic perspective this is easy to understand. As noted earlier, the coupling of topographical size differences between disparate receptor-ligand complexes with membrane mechanics promotes segregation of the integrins ͑ICAM and LFA͒ from the TCR-MHC-peptide complexes. Given that the two types of species are segregated, the bond elasticity penalties are roughly the same regardless of the value of n. Among the various possible ways ͑values of n͒ of segregating the two kinds of complexes, from the standpoint of the membrane free energy associated with tension and bending rigidity, the nϭ1 solution is the most favorable. As the values of and ␥ are reduced, we find that the free energy minimum corresponding to nϭ1 becomes broader and shallower.
From this analysis we also find that the free energy of the homogeneous state is higher than that for the segregated case for finite values of if the amplitudes are allowed to be functions of the wave vector. In other words, small amplitude waves set in for finite values of bond elasticity and topographic size difference. This is consistent with considerations emerging from Eqs. ͑12͒ and ͑13͒.
Another class of symmetries that we have examined may be referred to as the checkerboard pattern ͑see Fig. 2͒ . Recent experiments have found that thymocytes ͑immature T cells͒ form multifocal synapses with clusters of MHCp embedded in a sea of ICAM. 24, 25 This motivated us to consider the checkerboard pattern which attempts to caricature multifocal synapses of this sort. We find that this class of patterns always corresponds to a higher free energy compared to circularly symmetric patterns. This is largely because the checkerboard pattern always involves saddle points in the membrane shape that are unfavorable from the standpoint of membrane free energy.
A very basic result that emerges from minimization of the Landau free energy functional in Eq. ͑8͒ is that the circularly symmetric solution with nϭ1 corresponds to the lowest free energy. For mature T cells, this is also the experimental observation 5 and the prediction emerging from numerical solutions of the SA model. 7 However, parameter sweeps corresponding to different peptide mutants and TCR clones as well as different cytoskeletal mechanics and bond elasticities using the SA model lead to patterns that correspond to higher values of n ͑or wave number͒. 8, 9, 34 Recent experiments with thymocytes and NK cells have also shown that spatio-temporally more complicated synaptic patterns are realized in biological systems. 24, 25, 39 These solutions with patterns corresponding to n not being unity may reflect the character of dynamic instabilities originating from the coupling of Eq. ͑7͒ to the reaction-diffusion equations. The dynamic instabilities may prevent coarsening to the pattern corresponding to nϭ1. Insight into this phenomenon can be obtained by carrying out a linear stability analysis of the SA model's equations.
IV. DYNAMIC INSTABILITIES CHARACTERIZING THE SA MODEL
Linearizing Eqs. ͑1͒-͑8͒ around a steady-state homogeneous solution yields a standard set of differential equations for the deviations of the concentration fields and the membrane shape from a spatially homogeneous steady state. The homogeneous steady state is the solution of the equations in the absence of terms that embody temporal and spatial variations. The linearized equation is
where ␦u is the vector of deviations of the intermembrane separation and concentration fields from the steady state values, and the stability matrix ⌫ is written down in the Appendix. The stability of the homogeneous steady state solution is determined by the characteristics of the matrix ⌫. Specifically, the spectrum of its eigenvalues corresponding to various Fourier modes ͑k͒ determines the character of the dynamic instability. Consider biologically realistic cases where free proteins in a membrane are more mobile than a receptor-ligand complex embedded in two membranes. Let us denote the ratio of the diffusion coefficient of the free proteins and the complex by R. As shown in Fig. 3 , when R exceeds a threshold value, the homogeneous pattern becomes unstable with a finite wave vector q* characterizing the fastest growing unstable mode. This type of instability with the eigenvalue being equal to zero at qϭ0 has been classified by Cross and Hohenberg as a type II instability. to qϭ0. Then, as R increases above a threshold value, a bifurcation occurs and the most unstable mode corresponds to a finite wave vector. This is shown in Fig. 4 , and the variation of q* with control parameters is similar to that obtained for the instability shown in Fig. 3 .
The finite wave vector instability that we find by changing R is a Turing-like instability [10] [11] [12] [13] that is mediated by the coupling of membrane mechanics and bond elasticity to the reaction-diffusion equations. In the absence of coupling with the membrane ͑i.e., if the association rate constant did not depend on intermembrane separation͒, regardless of the value of R, the reaction diffusion equations do not exhibit a dynamic instability. We find that the eigenvalues of the stability matrix corresponding to Eqs. ͑1͒-͑3͒ ͑without coupling to the membrane͒ are always negative and the homogeneous solution is stable. Thus, the finite wave vector instability shown in Figs. 3 and 4 is a direct consequence of the coupling of membrane mechanics with receptor-ligand binding and protein mobility. This again emphasizes the point that a key factor driving pattern formation in the SA model is the interplay between topographic size differences between the different types of receptor-ligand complexes and membrane statistical mechanics. Of course, we make the obvious point that pattern formation is impossible if there is no mechanism for receptor protein mobility.
An instability with a preferred length scale can also be realized when the free proteins and complexes are equally mobile. In this case, there is a bifurcation of the type shown in Fig. 3 above a threshold value of bond elasticity. The physical origin is rooted in the terms in Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑6͒ which represent the fact that there is a driving force for complexes to migrate to regions of the membrane that have intermembrane spacings commensurate with their preferred natural lengths. Effectively, what this does is that it attracts the ICAM-LFA1 complexes ͑longer͒ to negative curvature regions of the membrane and the TCR-MHCp complexes ͑shorter͒ to regions of positive curvature ͑see Fig. 2͒ . This is because the term in the reaction diffusion equation originating from the functional derivative of the free energy with respect to the density fields of complexes is
As is clear, the strength of this effect depends upon the bond elasticity. Above a threshold value of the bond elasticity, this leads to a bifurcation such that the homogeneous solution becomes unstable with the most unstable mode corresponding to a finite wave vector even when the diffusion coefficients of all species are equal. When the terms in Eq. ͑16͒ are set to zero, and R is less than a threshold value ͑vide supra͒, the most unstable eigenmode corresponds to qϭ0.
The band of unstable eigenmodes corresponds to the pattern of the initial instability from the homogeneous state. It is difficult to predict the precise patterns that are realized in a numerical simulation of the SA model or in experiments from a linear stability analysis. This is because the way in which the nonlinearities combine eigenmodes with different symmetries is beyond the scope of a linear stability analysis. Thus, it is not possible to predict whether the pattern of the initial instability will coarsen to the nϭ1 pattern or whether the nonlinearities will combine in a way that results in higher wave number patterns. However, some insight into this issue can be obtained by examining how the wave vector corresponding to the most unstable mode (q*) changes with variations in molecular and cellular parameters. The basic results are summarized in Table I .
Consider the dependence of q* on the parameters that reflect the mechanical properties of the cell membrane and ␥. As these parameters decrease, q* becomes larger. In other words, as the cell membrane becomes more flexible, a multiwave pattern of MHC peptide and ICAM is the fastest growing unstable mode. This is observed in numerical calculations with the SA model where double and triple ring structures are obtained for values of and ␥ that are substantially smaller than values that correspond to cells. 34 The physical reason for this is that, as the cell membrane becomes more flexible, there is less resistance to bending on short length scales, and so higher wave number patterns become the fastest growing instability. This is also consistent with our earlier remark that as and ␥ become smaller the coarsened free energy minimum ͑with nϭ1) becomes shallower. It is worth remarking that, as expected, we find that if q*Ͻͱ␥/, then the variation of q* with membrane mechanics is dominated by the value of the interfacial tension; if q*Ͼͱ␥/, changes in bending rigidity dominate. We also find that as the bond elasticity grows, patterns with higher wave numbers correspond to the most dynamically unstable mode. This feature is also seen in numerical calculations with a one-dimensional version of the SA model.
From a biological standpoint there is much interest in understanding how T cell responses depend on the kinetics of TCR-MHCp binding. This is because different TCR clones interacting with MHC-bound peptides derived from different antigens exhibit different binding kinetics. These differences manifest themselves in changing the potency of a given ligand to activate T cells [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] as well as the propensity to form a classical synapse. 5, 8, 9 In fact, comparison of numerical solutions of the SA model with T cell activation experiments has led to interesting hypotheses regarding the functional role of the immunological synapse. 8, 9 We have studied the variation in stability characteristics of the SA model on the values of association (k on ) and dissociation (k off ) rate coefficients in the SA model. If k on (k off ) for one receptor-ligand pair ͑e.g., TCR-MHCp͒ is very small ͑large͒ then the homogeneous pattern is stable. This is because the propensity to form complexes of these species is small, and hence a homogeneous pattern with the other type of complexes being formed results. However, as k on (k off ) increases ͑decreases͒, we find that an instability with a finite wave vector results above ͑below͒ a threshold value of k on (k off ). This is depicted in Fig. 5 , where we also show that as k on (k off ) increases ͑decreases͒ further a homogeneous pattern becomes stable again. However, it is a different homogeneous pattern than that corresponding to small ͑large͒ values of k on (k off ). This corresponds to one where the receptor-ligand pair under consideration dominates and a homogeneous pattern with just this type of complex becomes stable. This behavior is, however, only true if the initial average concentration of free proteins ͑say, TCR or MHCp͒ is above a threshold value. If not, the change from an unstable homogeneous pattern to a stable homogeneous pattern above a threshold value of k on shown in Fig. 5 does not occur. This is because stoichiometric limitations do not ever allow the receptor-ligand pair under consideration to completely dominate. This behavior, where only one bifurcation occurs as k on is varied because of stoichiometric limitations, has been observed in numerical simulations of the SA model where the binding kinetics of TCR and MHCp were varied. 9 Dynamic instabilities corresponding to high wave numbers are consistent with the possibility of forming patterns that are different from that predicted by minimizing Eq. ͑8͒ alone ͑corresponding to nϭ1). The nonlinearities may pre- vent coarsening of this high wave number instability to the pattern corresponding to nϭ1. This reflects the importance of the nonlinear reaction diffusion equations that are coupled to the potential motion describing membrane shape evolution. Another way of thinking about this is that, if we were able to solve Eqs. ͑1͒-͑6͒ for the spatio-temporal evolution of C 1 and C 2 in terms of z ͑r,t͒, substituting these expressions into Eqs. ͑7͒ and ͑8͒ would yield a highly nonlinear dynamical equation for the membrane shape fluctuations. The behavior of this dynamical equation would show the physics that cannot be captured by minimization of the free energy functional in Eq. ͑8͒ alone. We remark in passing that analysis of an effective nonlinear equation for membrane fluctuations may reveal phenomena not envisaged in this paper. The difficulty is, of course, deriving a proper effective equation for z. We close this section by mentioning the effects of the convective term in the equation for TCR ͓Eq. ͑1͔͒. There is experimental evidence that directed cytoskeletal motion leads to a convective term, and measurements of the velocity of beads attached to the cytoskeleton have been made. 28 However, details of what fraction of TCR are subject to such directed motion are not available. In our stability analysis, we take the velocity V to be a constant that is directed inward. This leads to a singularity at the origin. Notwithstanding this difficulty ͑that can be alleviated by constructing a better model for cytoskeletal dynamics͒, including the convective term, leads to a dynamic instability that is characterized by a temporally oscillatory pattern. However, for relatively small values of V, we find that the period of this oscillation is very large. Thus, below a threshold value of V, time periodic oscillations would not be observed in experiments. The spatial characteristics of the instability that results in pattern formation remain unchanged from our earlier considerations under these circumstances. Thus, for relatively small values of the convective term, the observable qualitative physics of pattern formation in the immunological synapse is not expected to be altered from cases where diffusion is the only mechanism for TCR transport. Larger values of V, however, result in oscillatory patterns with periods short enough to be observed on experimental time scales. It is important to remark that a time-periodic synaptic pattern has not yet been observed in experiments with living cells.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Recently, it has been discovered that during T cell recognition of antigen presenting cells a specific pattern of different types of receptors and ligands forms in the intercellular junction. 4, 5 This pattern, labeled the immunological synapse, has been implicated in information transfer to T cells. Numerical solutions of a model 7 that incorporates receptor-ligand binding, membrane mechanics, receptor protein transport, and protein down regulation has proven successful in describing the spatio-temporal evolution of protein patterns and cell shape observed in experiments that visualize synapse formation. In this paper, we analyze the thermodynamic factors and dynamic instabilities that drive pattern formation in this model. We show precisely how the interplay of topographic size differences between the different types of receptor-ligand complexes and membrane mechanics provides a thermodynamic driving force for segregation of the different types of receptors and ligands. This is the sorting mechanism that leads to large-scale segregation of different types of receptors and ligands to different regions of the intercellular junction. 7 The equations we analyze consist of a set of reaction-diffusion equations coupled to one that describes potential motion toward a free energy minimum for the membrane shape changes. We find that, under certain molecular and cellular conditions ͑parameters͒, the patterns that form can be explained by considering the characteristics of the minima in the free energy functional ͓Eq. ͑8͔͒. In other circumstances, the patterns that form result from a Turing-like instability that is determined by the way in which the reaction-diffusion equations are coupled to membrane mechanics. Comparison to numerical solutions of the SA model suggests that, under some circumstances, high wave number dynamic instabilities are unable to coarsen to a pattern corresponding to nϭ1 ͑which is the free energy minimum͒.
We remark that the SA model provides a mean-field description for the reaction-diffusion processes. The effect of number fluctuations on synapse formation using a Master equation description is worthy of future investigations.
The physical model we analyze is useful for considering questions of direct biological significance, [7] [8] [9] 34 such as the effects of mutations in antigens and TCR clones on synapse formation and T cell activation. It also provides a starting point for thinking about the mechanisms underlying synapse assembly. In order to help shed light on the functional role of the synapse, models such as this need to be juxtaposed with cell signaling models. Synergy between such theoretical/ computational studies and experiments with living cells and synthetic mimics promises to be exciting.
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We take D T ϭD M ϭD I ϭD L and D TM ϭD LI . Membrane tension and bending rigidity:
Bond elasticity:
Protein concentrations:
where the superscript 0 indicates the initial concentration. Binding and dissociation constants: 
